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T
he African Development Bank’s decision to hold

its annual general meeting in India this month is a

signal of the importance African countries attach

to New Delhi’s growing role in its development. It was

nearly a decade ago, in 2008, that India made a serious

attempt for a strategic partnership with all of Africa, in-

stead of just the nations it traded with, at the irst India-

Africa Forum Summit. At that time, India’s eforts

seemed minimal, a token attempt at keeping a foothold

in a continent that was fast falling into China’s sphere of

inluence. New Delhi had its work cut out, building a

place for India as a partner in low-cost technology

transfers, a supplier of much-needed, afordable gen-

eric pharmaceuticals, and a dependable donor of aid

that did not come with strings attached. Over the past

few years the outreach to Africa has also been driven by

visits of President Pranab Mukherjee, Vice-President

Hamid Ansari and Prime Minister Narendra Modi. As

Mr. Modi pointed out in his speech to the AfDB in

Gandhinagar on Tuesday, every country in Africa has

by now been visited by an Indian Minister, highlighting

the personal bonds India shares. During the India-

Africa summit held in Delhi in 2015, the Centre an-

nounced a further $10 billion export credit and a $600

million grant which, despite being a fraction of the aid

Africa received from China and blocs such as the

European Union, was a signiicant sum for India. 

Having established its credentials and commitment

over time, the Centre is now taking its partnership bey-

ond dollars and cents to a new strategic level. To begin

with, India is working on a maritime outreach to extend

its Sagarmala programme to the southern coastal

African countries with ‘blue economies’; it is also build-

ing its International Solar Alliance, which Djibouti, Co-

moros, Cote d’Ivoire, Somalia and Ghana signed on to

on the sidelines of the AfDB project. In its eforts, India

has tapped other development partners of Africa, in-

cluding Japan, which sent a major delegation to the

AfDB meeting. It has also turned to the United States,

with which it has developed dialogues in ields such as

peacekeeping training and agricultural support, to

work with African countries. It is signiicant that during

the recent inter-governmental consultations between

India and Germany, both countries brought in their

Africa experts to discuss possible cooperation in devel-

opmental programmes in that continent. It will take

more heavy-lifting to elevate India’s historical anti-colo-

nial ties with Africa to productive economic partner-

ships. But it is clear that at a time when China is show-

casing its Belt and Road Initiative as the “project of the

century” and also bolstering its position as Africa’s

largest donor, a coalition of like-minded countries such

as the one India is putting together could provide an ef-

fective way to ensure more equitable and transparent

development aid to Africa.

Continental ties
India begins the heavy-lifting needed 

to transform economic partnerships in Africa

T
he reputation of India’s national air carrier for

making consecutive losses is closely matched,

and also linked, to its operational eiciencies.

The issue of whether the airline has a future has been

frequently posed, but the question has a certain edge

after the introduction and growth of private airlines.

Minister of State for Civil Aviation Jayant Sinha, how-

ever, believes the government can still revive the car-

rier, and grow it into India’s own “great global airline” to

compete with the likes of Emirates and Lufthansa. In an

interview to this newspaper, Mr. Sinha added that the

government is working on a plan to improve the air-

line’s inancial position, corporate governance, and

management. But the main problems that beset Air In-

dia are structural, which is why eforts to revive the en-

tity are unlikely to bear fruit. The airline has failed time

and again to prove that it can generate sustainable

proits. It recorded an operating proit after almost a

decade in iscal 2015-16, thanks mainly to a fall in oil

prices, but still ended the year with a net loss. These

losses have been mainly owing to a slew of operational

ineiciencies, including a bloated workforce. It is

doubtful whether these issues can be adequately ad-

dressed unless there is a change in ownership. Tradi-

tionally, public ownership has left the carrier’s manage-

ment subservient to the interests of the political class,

while taxpayers funding the airline’s operations have

been left holding the short end of the stick.

Years of consecutive losses have also ruined Air In-

dia’s overall inancial position, pushing the airline into a

debt trap. In 2011, a consortium of public sector banks

that gave working capital loans to Air India was forced

to reduce the airline’s debt load. A bailout package of

over ₹30,000 crore was also extended by the Centre in

2012 to deal with losses. Yet, by the end of 2015-16 Air In-

dia still carried a debt load of about ₹46,000 crore; the

cost of paying interest on the debt alone was putting

huge pressure on earnings. This has of late led many

people, including Air India Chairman and Managing

Director Ashwani Lohani, to project the airline’s prob-

lems as having simply to do with its capital structure.

Such a conclusion ignores the reality that Air India’s

debt burden is the product of bureaucratic mismanage-

ment over several years. Any inancial bailout that does

not address this fundamental problem would mean

throwing good money after bad. This would be sinful in

an age where proitable private airlines can easily ill

any vacuum left in the market by Air India’s exit. Private

buyers are unlikely to come forward to buy Air India, as

its debt load easily eats up any operating proit. In that

case the government can either force public sector

lenders to incur more losses, or use public funds to pay

them out. Either way, the taxpayers will be the losers.

Maharajah of debt
It is not worth spending more government

funds on Air India’s revival

I
n about a month, India’s new in-
direct tax system will be rolled
out. It has been described as the

biggest reform in indirect taxes. In-
dia now joins some 160 other coun-
tries that already have a Goods and
Services Tax (GST). The only large
economy exception without a GST
is the United States. Most other
countries have this consumption
tax as a key component of their in-
direct taxes. 

In a nutshell
Here are the key features of the
GST. First, it moves the tax system
from production to consumption.
It covers the gross domestic
product (GDP) more comprehens-
ively. Because the tax base is now a
much wider set of transactions,
hopefully the per capita tax incid-
ence will be lower. Second, it elim-
inates a major bane of cascading,
i.e. having to pay tax on tax. It will
thus increase eiciency of taxa-
tion. Third, the GST has interlock-
ing incentives for compliance, be-
cause your tax incidence, and
refund, depends on production of
proof of tax paid by your supplier.
The paperwork, or rather the com-
puter records, is interlinked in a
chain. No one person in the chain
can evade tax because it hurts
either his vendor or customer. In
that respect, the GST’s interlocked
incentives look similar to Grameen
Bank’s joint liability lending in mi-
croinance. Micro loans are given
without any collateral, but if one
person defaults, the entire group is
blacklisted. This ensures an almost
100% repayment rate. Similarly,
the GST too has interlinked incent-
ives for the whole value chain. For
these three reasons and many

more, the GST is expected to bring
many beneits to the economy.
These are higher GDP growth,
lower inlation, buoyant tax collec-
tions, wider coverage and less tax
evasion, and, most importantly, a
truly common economic market
across the country. Indeed the slo-
gan for promoting the GST was
“One Country One Tax”. 

The roll-out of this historic re-
form required amending the Con-
stitution, legislative action in Par-
liament as well as State
legislatures, setting up of the GST
Council and deciding on the ap-
plicable tax rates on more than
1,200 items. Much of this work is
already done. Indeed this achieve-
ment is itself a heroic example of
consensus-building across States
and political parties. The imple-
mentation will quite likely involve
many hiccups, delays, and com-
puter glitches, but the GST train
has left the station and is chugging
along.

Some fault lines
Let’s examine what the status of
the GST is as it takes birth, and how
successful it will be able to fulil the

expectations thrust on it. The ori-
gins of the GST go back almost two
decades and are also found in the
reports of the Kelkar Committee on
Tax Reforms, written at the turn of
this century. The basic premise of
tax reforms then and now is to aim
for lower rates, simpler code and
eliminate exemptions. On all these
three goals we have much distance
to travel.

First, with ive slabs of 0%, 5%,
12%, 18%, 28% plus cess, we have
increased the chance of classiica-
tion disputes, discretion and litiga-
tion. The high rates encourage tax
evasion, distort decisions, and pro-
mote wasteful resources into tax
avoidance. As the GST Task Force
of the Thirteenth Finance Commis-
sion has said, multiple rate slabs
exacerbate the problem of bracket
creep and classiication disputes. A
rational tax system should have
very few rates and low rates. In-
deed, before the introduction of
this GST, the service tax had just
one rate, that was 15%, applicable
to all services. We now have mul-
tiple rates and the chances of dis-
putes and legal battles have in-
creased. Multiple rates are

attractive politically. Items con-
sumed by the poor are taxed at low
rates and luxury goods are taxed at
higher rates. But this classiication
itself is problematic especially in a
diverse, fast-evolving economy.
For instance, perfumed hair oil
may be a luxury item in Bihar but
not in Tamil Nadu. Rubber slippers
are worn by the poor, but also the
rich at beach resorts. There is also
a quality continuum, and from un-
branded to branded. Further-
more, today’s poor may be tomor-
row’s rich, so there is an
aspirational class too. It is far too
complex to classify goods rigidly as
those consumed by the poor and
the rich distinctly.

But multiple rates increase cost
and complexity. As the task force
also pointed out, the cost of audit-
ing the classiication of exempt,
low rate and high rate slabs across
every stage of production, distri-
bution and consumption is very
high. Single or few rates are easy to
comply with and involve much
lower disputes. Multiple rates have
been introduced so as to soften the
blow of inlation. By keeping most
of the goods consumed by the poor
(as identiied by their consumption
basket), the hope is that inlation
will be in check.

Which leads us to the second
question. Will inlation remain in
control? Since almost 60% of In-
dia’s GDP is from services, and the
rate is moving from 15 to higher, it
is quite likely that inlation will inch
up. This is especially evident in the
inancial, telecom, hospitality and
trade services. Of course, to the ex-
tent that service providers will now
get input tax credit, which they
might pass on to their customers,
inlation may not rise by much.
Since the IT systems are not fully in
place and refunds are not instant-
aneous, the beneit of tax credit
will be delayed. This cost of delay
and consequent cost of working
capital too introduces an inlation-
ary element.

It was hoped that not many

items would be in the 28% bracket,
failing which inlation will be
higher. The tax burden on industry
is coming down in the GST. This is
because currently, excise plus
State VAT adds up to more than
25%, which will deinitely go down.
Since inlation in India is currently
moderate — indeed this has been a
major achievement of the NDA gov-
ernment — the impact of the GST,
even though inlationary, will still
be modest. In the longer term, fur-
ther price moderation is possible
due to the supply side-efect of the
GST.

Still untouched
Finally, a large part of the economy
is still not covered by the GST. Pot-
able alcohol, crude oil, natural gas,
aviation fuel, diesel, petrol, electri-
city and real estate are currently
out, and States will levy their own
taxes on these. Taxes paid on these
will not be able to be ofset against
the GST. To that extent it is an inla-
tionary distortion. Hopefully, this
lacuna in the GST will be ixed
soon.

The high rates and multiple
slabs relect an outcome of a very
complicated political compromise
achieved in the GST Council. This
required assuaging the fear of rev-
enue loss to States which have just
surrendered their tax autonomy. It
required assuaging the fear of
politicians about unleashing inla-
tion. 

The ideal of a low, single rate
and comprehensive total GDP cov-
erage, with a fully IT-enabled com-
pliance system, is a destination still
far away. But as Mr. Kelkar himself
has said, the journey of a hundred
miles must begin with the irst step.
To that extent this historic tax re-
form has come alive. Along the way
it will be tweaked and modiied a
thousand times to eventually hit
the right stride, for that is the
genius of India’s democracy.

Ajit Ranade is an economist

The GST train chugs along
The ideal of a low, single rate and comprehensive coverage is still far away, but the journey has begun

ajit ranade
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T
he lower cadre of employees
working in subordinate
courts across the country

have aired grievances from time to
time which are related to the terms
of their employment and deplor-
able conditions of work. 

These employees form the back-
bone of the justice delivery system,
yet the problems they face —
primarily related to administration
— have led them to raise their
voices, often to no avail. While a lit-
igant can approach a court to ac-
cess justice, these court employees
lack an eicient grievance redress
mechanism, with none or a rare
personal hearing given to them by
their senior judicial oicers. Writ-
ten complaints are put aside and
the injustices meted out to them of-
ten go unreported. If they raise a
voice against this victimisation, it

has resulted in notices being issued
to them, adverse annual coniden-
tial reports, ines, transfers out of
the district, departmental inquir-
ies or even suspension. 

Reports about the harassment
of court employees have been ap-
pearing in the media for instance,
on the representations sent to the
chief justices of High Courts about
judges allegedly misusing their
powers and harassing lower court
staf or of court employees protest-
ing against judges for allegedly
making them work in their houses. 

The Campaign for Judicial Ac-
countability and Reforms (CJAR)
made a representation to the Chief
Justice of the Punjab and Haryana
High Court, detailing cases where
employees had alleged harassment
by the misuse of rules that regulate
their service and the various issues
that needed to be addressed. The
main issues raised in this repres-
entation concerned the condition
of subordinate court staf who are
allegedly being made to work as
personal servants in the houses of
judges and the provision of home
peons which has not been imple-
mented. The complaint drew at-
tention to a letter in 1973, from the

Chief Secretary, Government of
Punjab to all judges in the State, is-
suing instructions against the use
of government employees for
private work: “In cases where
private work is taken from a gov-
ernment employee as a regular
whole time domestic servant,
without his consent and payment,
it should be considered to be a case
of serious nature involving wilful
dishonesty and dealt with accord-
ingly.” This and other orders on the
appointment of home peons have
not been acted upon till recently. 

Repressive conditions
The important function played by
judicial support staf in keeping the
judicial machinery aloat cannot
be undermined. Yet these employ-
ees have been driven to all forms of

protest on how unjustly they are
positioned in a system, which far
from catering to their welfare
needs, unjustly subjugates them
with the burden of court work.
They work in repressive conditions
with long hours, have no leave,
face penalties and ines and often
unfair arrest warrants, and are
overburdened by the sheer volume
of ile handling and working out of
crowded courtrooms. Mounting
pendency of court cases results in
an increased volume of court iles
without an increase in judicial staf
strength, leading to them being
overburdened. Proper care has not
been taken to ensure the appoint-
ment of qualiied staf. Those who
are recruited have little or no on-
the-job training. 

Successive Law Commissions
have made suggestions for em-
ployee reforms, but little has been
done to implement them. The judi-
ciary is uniquely positioned to im-
plement these recommendations
through administrative orders.
With suggestions on how to en-
hance ‘quality, responsiveness and
timeliness of courts’, we cannot al-
low this burden to be borne by the
lowest employee. Along with

clearly deined recruitment rules,
transfer policies and training
guidelines need to be put in place
and adhered to. The importance of
an efective grievance redress
mechanism for this cadre cannot
be stressed enough. 

Acting on the CJAR representa-
tion, the Chief Justice of the Punjab
and Haryana High Court has made
the irst move in directing that all
judicial oicers in the State appoint
home peons by June 30. Further,
the order directs that an employ-
ee’s post be changed every three
years and ile handling by ahlmads
be limited to 800 iles. This will go a
long way in ensuring a more ful-
illing and just working environ-
ment. This needs to be emulated
by other High Courts as well if this
widespread and systematic ex-
ploitation has to be halted and to
boost the morale of this workforce,
in the larger interests of justice and
equity.

Prashant Bhushan is a Public Interest
Advocate and Convenor, Campaign for
Judicial Accountability and Reforms,
Cheryl Dsouza is an advocate and
Secretary, Campaign for Judicial
Accountability and Reforms

Forgotten cogs in the wheels of justice
The exploitation of judicial support staf continues to be widespread

prashant bhushan & 

cheryl d’souza 
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Countering talaq
The All India Muslim
Personal Law Board’s
resolution that those men
who pronounce triple talaq
at one go will be socially
boycotted will spell relief for
women in the Muslim
community (“Social boycott
for triple talaq”, May 23).
“Social quarantine” of such
men will make them resort
to course correction and I
am sure that over a period,
occurrences of triple talaq
will slowly disappear. The
AIMPLB also needs to
explain how the Muslim
community intends
reforming itself when the
fact is that many women
afected by triple talaq
continue to approach the
judiciary for justice.
K. Jayanthi,

Chennai

Hasty act
The haste shown by the
Army in commending Major
Gogoi, whose controversial
act of tying a civilian to the
front of a military vehicle as
a human shield in Budgam
district in J&K is still under
probe, is inappropriate
(“Major Gogoi gets Army
chief commendation”, May
23). 
The incident created a rift —

public uproar on both legal
and ethical grounds, with
some veterans too
expressing their unqualiied
disapproval while the Army
justiied it on tactical
grounds aimed at
containing further violence.
The Court of Inquiry, by its
own admission, is yet to
complete its work. Yet the
Army chief appears to have
taken note of “overall
emerging indicators of the
Court of Inquiry ” among
other factors . This by itself
is quite puzzling. By his
peremptory action, the
Army chief has in efect
rendered the CoI
redundant; its indings will
lack credibility. It also
betrays a lack of sensitivity
to people’s sentiments
when they ind an Army
oicer still under probe
being rewarded for his
highly questionable
professional conduct. Given
the volatile situation in the
Valley, General Rawat could
have been a little more
circumspect in the matter.
S.K. Choudhury,

Bengaluru

■ I hope the Army chief
realises the damaging
inluence such a decision
would have on the moral

fabric of not just the Army
but of the country as a
whole. The country gets a
message that the Army is
not only authorised but also
allowed to celebrate the
violation of the rights of
unarmed people if it helps
its cause. We should hang
our heads in shame as the
Army has used a human
shield, did not condemn the
act, and then, most
shockingly, awarded the
soldier who carried out
such a barbaric act in
public. 
The President and the
Prime Minister need to
restrain Army hawks and
educate them on what
civilised behaviour is all
about. It also applies to the
armed forces and the way in
which they deal with
unarmed citizens.
Kiran Gandhi,

Pune

Animal deaths 
The report on the factors
responsible for the deaths
of endangered animal
species on the Indian
Institute of Technology
campus in Chennai reveals
the callousness of the
authorities in protecting
them (Tamil Nadu, “220
deer, 8 blackbucks die on

campus in 2 years: IIT-M”,
May 23). 
Causes such as
consumption of plastic
materials, noise pollution
during the “fests” on
campus and attacks by dogs
are eminently preventable.
As this is a campus
occupied by those pursuing
a very high academic
standard, why is there such
dereliction? 
V. Subramanian,

Chennai

Reusing wastewater
The most palpable reason
for the mismanagement of
water is indiscriminate
usage (“An opportunity
being drained away”, May
22). With proactive steps, a
large amount of wastewater
being discharged untreated
to the rivers can be used for
agriculture. Delhi has even
started a “Toilet to Tap”
initiative to treat sewage
water and make it it for
consumption. NGOs need to
begin campaigns on the
need to shun water-
intensive crops and use
sprinkle and drip irrigation.
Finally, water needs to be
brought under the
concurrent list.
Gagan Pratap Singh,

Noida, Uttar Pradesh

■ The emphasis in the well-
intentioned Swachh Bharat
scheme has been more on
the collection of waste
rather than in its proitable
utilisation and appropriate
disposal. I describe a
project for the proitable
utilisation of waste material.
A project has been set up
successfully in Canada for
the production of methanol
— 50,000 tonne per annum
— from municipal sewage
waste. 
The construction of a waste-
to-methanol plant (90,000
tonne per annum capacity)
using synthesis gas
generated from residual
sewage waste is under
development in the
Netherlands.
India is now a net importer
of methanol to the extent of

1.7 million tonne per
annum. Methanol is an
important and versatile
chemical with rapidly
increasing application
areas. Being largely
produced from natural gas,
it is susceptible to price
luctuation. 
Utilisation of sewage water
for the production of
methanol will solve several
problems in one stroke in
India. Considering the
demand potential for
methanol, it would be
appropriate to implement at
least 20 such methanol
projects, each with capacity
of 100,000 metric tonne per
annum across India.
N.S. Venkataraman,

Chennai
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corrections & clarifications: 

“Big boost for Bheem Army” — said the headline of a story (May
23, 2017) of a protest last week at Jantar Mantar, Delhi. It is actually
called the Bhim Army. The misspelling — Bheem — was there at a
few places in the text too.

Factual error: “In Mr Ganguli’s company” — a Weekend Metro
Plus supplement story (May 20, 2017), erroneously described To-
mas Auksas as Pablo Ganguli’s Brazilian partner. It should have
said Lithuanian creative partner.
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DATA POINT

The United Arab Republic to-day [May 23] sealed off the stra-
tegic Gulf of Aqaba and challenged any Israeli vessel to sail
through the four-mile-wide strait separating Sinai from Saudi
Arabia. Speaking to airmen at an advanced Air Force
headquarters in Sinai, President Nasser said he had closed the
gulf to Israeli shipping and banned its use to ships of other na-
tions carrying strategic goods to Israel. “The Israeli flag will
not pass through Aqaba gulf and our sovereignty over the gulf
entrance is not negotiable. If Israel wants to threaten us with
war they are welcome”, he said. 

FIFTY YEARS AGO MAY 24, 1967

Nasser blocks Gulf of Aqaba
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FROM ARCHIVES

Mr. C.E. Somes, Deputy Commissioner of Tezpur in Assam, on
Monday took up the case in which 8 coolies were charged with
assaulting Mr. Bret, Engineer, of Majlingher Tea Estate. The
complainant Mr. Brett in his evidence said that on the 6th May
a cooly Lamed Sukunia was creating disturbance and exciting
other coolies. Complainant took away the lathi from Sukunia
and by order of the manager kept him in the Godown. Later
on, as he with Mr. Grey was going in a motor car the accused
and other coolies attacked him and severely assaulted him
with lathies. Four prosecution witnesses corroborated the
complainant’s statement and identified the accused. The case
was adjourned.

A HUNDRED YEARS AGO MAY 24, 1917

Charge against coolies

Now what kind of a ruler is
he who could break the
backs of the very subjects
who voted him to power
and earn their wrath for all
time to come? In the hot
month of August last year,
fellow traveller Amarnath
Tewary and I hit the roads
of Bihar to find out why
Chief Minister Nitish Ku-
mar, who had ushered in a
liquor revolution a few
years ago, had taken the ex-
treme decision of banish-
ing spirits from his State.
The jails were brimming
with offenders. The State
cops were on the verge of
revolt as they felt over-
worked and ‘di-spirited’.
August was a month of
despair.

An exception, we found,
were the women who
quietly cheered the CM’s
decision, but vocally exten-
ded support to their men-
folk who had been roun-
ded up for violating the
recently enacted law
against drinking. The worst
sufferers, we found, were

the Dalits and the Mahadal-
its like the Musahars. And
they were making some
measly money by selling
local brew. Many of them
were put behind bars due
to the draconian provisions
of the Bihar Excise
(Amendment) Act, 2016.

A gloomy scenario
Drinking at home was for-
bidden and the police were
under instructions to im-
pound vessels if they were
found containing jaggery
(crucial to brewing local li-
quor). Arrests without war-
rant were added as provi-
sions in the law. But there
were no clear answers to
what prompted Mr. Kumar
to impose a blanket ban on
liquor. Even his powerful
principal secretary at Bi-
har’s Registration, Excise
and Prohibition Depart-
ment at the time, K.K.
Pathak, who granted us an
appointment, could not
come up with a satisfactory
answer. He regaled us with
tales on how one should
never stop wielding the

stick. Gently, he added.
The hotels wore a deserted
look. The odd residents
who had flown in for work
said they were driving to
the salubrious environs of
Jharkhand just across for a
drink.

But the Musahars really
had nowhere to go. Just on
the outskirts of the capital
Patna, they were huddled
in their sad shanties and
looked morose. They did
not want to speak to us. It
was beyond their compre-
hension as to why a man
they had voted for had
turned against them and
we were not certainly help-
ing them find an alternat-
ive vocation.

After all these months,
the law is still in place but
the stories of men and wo-
men in jails have disap-
peared from the pages of
newspapers. Mr. Pathak
has been transferred after
he made the grievous mis-
take of ordering the arrest
of a very important person
from the CM’s
constituency.

When voters are made victims
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Bihar’s Musahars, who had voted for Nitish Kumar,
were the worst-hit by his prohibition law

Anuradha Raman

The box oice exploits of
Baahubali 2: The Conclusion
have attracted much comment.
Many have wondered how a
south Indian ilm with not a
single star known to north In-
dian audiences could connect
so well with viewers in the cow
belt.

There are several reasons
why the Baahubali diptych has
been wildly popular. The most

obvious one is that it exempliies storytelling at its captivating
best. Director S.S. Rajamouli’s singular achievement has been to
translate the fabulistic world of Amar Chitra Katha into a three-
hour, immersive reality experience. In the process, he has man-
aged to accomplish something that no ilm-maker has done be-
fore on a scale and with the conviction that he has: fabricate an
Indian superhero.

Let us unpack the cultural content of this Indian superhero.
First of all, he is, quite categorically, a Hindu. He is a Hindu
deined by his caste identity, a Kshatriya. And inally, by showing
the Kshatriya superhero leading a Hindu army that vanquishes
an invading swarm of barbarians, the two Baahubali ilms to-
gether represent a powerfully imagined narrative of the Hindus
as a martial race. If a Hindutva advocate had wanted a propa-
ganda ilm showcasing the splendours of ancient India, he could
not have asked for anything better. But this is not to impute such
a motive to the producers, who may well have been unconscious
of their project’s subtext. 

Some may argue that the religious and caste identity of the
warrior hero in Baahubali are incidental to the story. Not really.
His character and world view are deined by the Kshatriya ethic.
The Hindu ethos of the characters and the kingdom of Mahish-
mati, where the action is set, is reinforced right through the ilm.
The dialogues, landscape, costumes, and even subplots are
steeped in Hindu edicts, iconography, and symbolism — from gi-
ant elephants and lingams to ubiquitous Brahmin priests per-
forming yajnas, chanting shlokas, and ofering astrological
counsel at crucial moments. Interestingly, the ilm depicts the
barbarians who attack Mahishmati as a dark-skinned, aboriginal
race. Given that Mahishmati is located in the Indian subcontin-
ent, the story, in efect, communicates that the warriors of an an-
cient Hindu kingdom led by fair-skinned, Aryan-like, Kshatriya
superheroes successfully subjugated an army of the casteless/
Adivasis that was much bigger in numbers but short on acumen.

Rallying around the perfect Hindu
Beneath the expertly paced plot and glossy production values,
the subtext of Baahubali gloriies the caste order. It seeks to
unite a putative Hindu community divided by caste, not by pic-
turing the elimination of caste divisions, but by exhorting
people to rally around the perfect Hindu as embodied by the
Kshatriya warrior. Even as it presents the Kshatriya code of hon-
our as an aspirational ideal for all Hindus, it leaves no doubt that
the dharma of the lower-caste Hindu enjoins him to recognise
the Kshatriya’s right to rule, and to obey his commands. 

Superheroes are cultural tropes by which a people relate to
their world, to others, and to themselves. The Baahubali ilms,
coming at a time when Hindu nationalistic sentiments are at a
fever pitch, constitute a signiicant cultural intervention.

A Kshatriya superhero
‘Baahubali’ seeks to unite a putative
Hindu community divided by caste
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Public choice
Political economy

Public choice theory em-
ploys the tools of econom-
ics to explain real-world
political behaviour. In par-
ticular, it seeks to examine
politicians as individuals
guided by their own selfish
interests — rather than as
benevolent promoters of
the common good — to
better design public
policy. Nobel laureate
James M. Buchanan, a co-
founder of the theory with
Gordon Tullock, defined it
as “politics without ro-
mance”. Tullock applied
the theory to electoral
politics to often arrive at
controversial conclusions
— including why voting is a
waste of time, and why
voters have no incentive to
make informed decisions.
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Terror attacks in Europe —
a timeline 
http://bit.ly/EuropeTerrorAttacks
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In a signalling that makes clear the Bharatiya Janata Party-led
Central government’s intent to focus on the Northeast, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi will unveil the three-year celebrations
of his government with a rally at the Khanapara ground in
Guwahati on May 26. As Assam Chief Minister Sarbananda
Sonowal personally monitors preparations, with roads in the
city getting a customary spruce-up, he also marks a milestone of
his own — completing one year on Wednesday of helming the BJP
government in Assam. He tells The Hindu that his larger agenda
of governance is driven by four specific points — of achieving a
corruption-free, pollution-free, terrorism-free, and foreigner-
free Assam. Excerpts from a wide-ranging interview:

You’ve been a legislator,
parliamentarian, Union
minister, but you’re
heading the BJP’s first
ever government in what
is also your first role in
State administration. A
year into your term, how
would you describe the
experience?

■ This is a very exciting and
learning experience for me
because running a State gov-
ernment is the biggest chal-
lenge of anyone’s political ca-
reer. Taking people into
confidence and taking every-
body along… it was my main
objective to strive for every-
body’s equal growth. We are
blessed with two valleys,
Barak and Brahmaputra, and
three hill districts. The
people living in these places
should have a sense of unity.
That’s one of the biggest suc-
cesses of our government —
people of every part of the
State have developed a sense
of belongingness and they
have taken ownership of the
government. Under the dy-
namic leadership of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi,
people in this State and re-
gion have developed a feeling
that now the Northeast will
grow.

The Prime Minister will be
kick-starting the three-
year celebrations of the
Central government from
Guwahati on May 26. How
has the political
alignment of the State
with the Centre, with the
BJP in power in both,
concretely helped?

■ There are two things. Modi-
ji’s decision of addressing the
nation on the occasion of
three years of his term in
power from the State of As-
sam is the biggest morale
boost to the people of the
State and a grand recognition
that Assam under BJP rule
has performed significantly
in the past year… Modiji is
the first Prime Minister in the
history of independent India
to extend everything for the
speedy growth of the region.
He has given [it] top priority.

The question of proper
utilisation of schemes and
funds was never there during
the Congress regime because
there was no good gov-
ernance system. Now there is
discipline in the administrat-
ive system. From day one we
have gone on a drive against
corruption, which has resul-
ted in officials and members
of the [Assam Public Service]
Commission being put be-
hind bars. A new environ-
ment is prevailing in the gov-
ernment system, and from
the Chief Minister’s office to
the panchayat office, this
message has been
communicated.

What would you count as
notable achievements of
your government in the
past one year?

■ The drive against corrup-
tion is our notable achieve-
ment. If you look at the num-
ber of officials who have been
caught red-handed and put
behind bars, corruption has
been rooted out. Transpar-
ency has come back to the

system and people have a
clear view about the govern-
ment particularly on recruit-
ment issues. Now, genuine
candidates have a chance of
getting better justice.

Driving out illegal en-
croachers from Kaziranga
and the various satras (Vaish-
navite monasteries), which is
continuing now, is also an-
other important success of
this government. This time,
21.6% revenue growth has
been attained. Right from day
one, we issued a directive to
withdraw all the illegal check-
gates on the National High-
ways. We were able to plug
leakages in the revenue col-
lection system and the ma-
chinery has become efficient
and transparent. 

Your government was
elected on the back of
long-persisting angst
about illegal migration.
The Central and State
governments had
promised to fence the
entire Bangladesh border.
What is the current
status?

■ Due to our constant vigil-
ance on the Indo-Bangla bor-
der — I went twice myself in
the past year — a strong sense
of responsibility has been in-
stilled among people living in
the border areas. 

As a result, the influx num-
bers have been minimised, as
also of cattle and arms smug-
gling. Identification of illegal
migrants has been carried
out very actively by the
tribunal constituted under
the directive of the Supreme
Court. 

The Government of India
has given priority to the seal-
ing of the border and now
the process has started with
sincerity and commitment.
We are hopeful that in the
next two years the border
will be sealed. The most diffi-
cult parts are the riverine
parts that go up to 67 km;
those parts would be sealed
applying the most modern
technology. 

The National Register of
Citizens’ update for
Assam has been vexed by
repeated extensions. How
will it put a lid on things,
considering there is no
agreed mechanism with
Bangladesh to deport
illegal migrants?

■ The earlier government
took up the matter very casu-
ally. It is a very important
constitutional responsibility
we have to carry out. We are
verifying every document
very carefully so that no il-
legal migrant’s name can be
enlisted in the NRC. This doc-
ument will protect the iden-
tity and sanctity of the
people of the State. It is a na-
tional agenda, commitment
and duty. By December 31,
2017, the draft roll will be
published. The deportation
issue is different. We have to
handle the part that deals
with bona fide Indian citizens
living in Assam. That is our
mandate. The rest would be
taken up by the Government
of India with the government
of Bangladesh. 

It is a question of the iden-
tity of the people of Assam.
Clause 6 of the Assam Accord
promises constitutional safe-
guards to the indigenous

people of Assam. The Gov-
ernment of India has recently
concluded tripartite talks on
the issue that included the All
Assam Students Union and it
was decided to revive the
committee to study the issue
of constitutional safeguards.

Has it been a smooth
alliance with your former
party, the Asom Gana
Parishad? It is opposed to
issues such as the
extension of citizenship to
Hindu immigrants from
Bangladesh, as is the All
Assam Students
Association, of which you
are a former president.

■ Look, this citizenship thing
is not a secret, it was very
much there before the elec-
tion too. We declared this
point very clearly before the
people of Assam before con-
testing the election, and the
people of Assam have voted

us into power. This is our
party’s stand. Minorities fa-
cing persecution in neigh-
bouring countries… that is a
national decision. The bur-
den will be shared by the
whole nation, not a single
State like Assam.

What is the Centre’s
rationale in continuing to
extend the Armed Forces
(Special Powers) Act
across the State since
1990, the latest coming in
the first week of May?
Isn’t Assam Police capable
of handling the declining
levels of violence?

■ Our State police are cap-
able of handling all kinds of
situations, but this particular
Act is for the entire region. It
allows the Indian Army to
move into neighbouring
States, which our State police
cannot do. Most cases in As-
sam, the State police handle
with efficiency.

Your government
organised the Namami
Brahmaputra festival
which received wide
press. But the larger
problem of floods
remains recurring in the
State…

■ Namami Brahmaputra was
mainly organised to connect
Assam with the rest of the
world through the
Brahmaputra river. This was
the most viable waterway
during the British regime,
Brahmaputra to Padma and
the Bay of Bengal. Our fin-
ished products could find a
global market. For 70 years,
this has been stopped. We
want to reopen that route for
speedy growth. 

Exposure is highly essen-
tial for Assam in the 21st cen-
tury. The festival’s grand suc-
cess has given a tremendous
boost to the people of Assam
and the Northeast that this
part of the country can de-
velop connectivity with the
rest of the world and also
grow like the most developed
States.

As for floods, the Ministry
of Road Transport and High-
ways had an MoU with us in
which it was promised that
the Brahmaputra would be
dredged to develop a central
stream so that navigation be-
comes possible. Steamers
containing heavy cargo of
10,000-20,000 metric tonnes
can then be moved from the
Bay of Bengal to different
destinations in Assam. The
silt and sand dredged will be
used to develop a
Brahmaputra express high-
way on both sides of the
river, which will also protect
us from erosion. With
dredging, the riverbed will
have adequate depth which
will minimise the flood prob-
lem in the State.

Roads have been renamed
in Guwahati, there is talk
of a dress code being
implemented in
government offices… is
there a cultural agenda
your government
espouses?

■ This [dress code] has been
spontaneous… it’s not an or-
der, it’s an appeal. Whoever
is interested can come in the
traditional dress once a
month. I have seen in the last

two weeks that most of the
staff come in traditional dress
and it has created a lovely en-
vironment throughout the
State. Traditional culture is
always a matter to be seri-
ously observed.

The government
announced compulsory
Sanskrit in schools, but
subsequently the move
was reversed…

■ It has not been made man-
datory… Sanskrit is the origin
of all the languages and the
most scientific of languages.
The Cabinet took a view and
this was put to the public do-
main for comments and sug-
gestions. 

It is a democracy, you can-
not unilaterally impose
something. People’s choice
would be taken into consider-
ation. 

Given a substantial
section of the population
is made up by the
minorities, how are you
taking them on board? Do
you think Assam’s
minorities are different
from elsewhere in the
country?

■ As I have said at the begin-
ning, I am taking everybody
along… sabka saath, sabka vi-
kas has been the principle.
You cannot violate it. You
have to bring everybody
closer to each other. Let
them work as Team Assam.
How can you segregate the
majority and minority? Let
us grow together, work to-
gether. It’s a question of unity
of existence and living.

What are the focus areas
in the next four years?

■ Agricultural growth and
doubling of farm income...
Right from the beginning, we
have set our agenda very
clearly. There are four spe-
cific points. The State will be
made corruption-free, pollu-
tion-free, terrorism-free, and
foreigner-free.

‘There is a feeling that now the Northeast will grow’
The Assam Chief Minister on a year of leading the irst ever BJP-led government in the State
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